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Manual Amendment
These amendments have been authorised to the text of MotorSport Manual Edition 35. It is
recommended that in addition to retaining a copy of this amendment that all parties modify the actual
text in their Manual according to the following:

Appendix Four Schedule Z - Races
Amendments to Schedule Z in Manual 35:
1.

Amend Article 11.2 as stated in the schedule below.

1.

Item One:

11.2

MotorSport NZ Approved Signal Light System: Flag signals that are displayed from flag
points may be replaced by an approved signal light system, providing this is detailed in the
Event Supplementary Regulations. Where a signal light system is employed the signals shall
have the following meanings:
Note: The flags and boards that are only displayed at the start/finish line shall still be used.
(1)

Red Light: A flashing red light shall have the same meaning as a waved red flag.

(2)

Yellow Light(s):
(a)

Flashing together: Yellow light(s) divided into two(2) equal segments both
flashing together shall have the same meaning as a single waved yellow flag, and

(b)

Alternately flashing: Yellow light(s) divided into two(2) equal segments each
alternately flashing shall have the same meaning as double waved yellow flags.

(3)

‘S C’ Light: An illuminated light displaying the letters ‘S C’ shall have the same
meaning as the Safety Car board.

(4)

Yellow / Red Light: A flashing yellow and red striped light shall have the same
meaning a yellow flag with red stripes.

(5)

Blue Light: A flashing blue light shall have the same meaning as a waved blue flag.

(6)

Green Light: A flashing green light shall have the same meaning as a waved green
flag.

(7)

White Light: A flashing white light shall have the same meaning as a waved white flag.

Reason:
To advise new light flash patterns for approved signal light systems.
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2.

Item Two:

Addenda to Schedule Z
Flag or Light signals and boards:
Red flag:

Red Light:

Means;
During Practice: Waved to signal the practice
session has been stopped.
Slow down
ensuring following vehicles can slow in the
space available; proceed with maximum
caution to your trackside pit. Do not overtake.
Be prepared to stop if required.

Means;
During Practice: flashing to signal the
practice session has been stopped. Slow
down ensuring following vehicles can slow
in the space available; proceed with
maximum caution to your trackside pit. Do
not overtake.
Be prepared to stop if
required.

During the Race: Waved to signal the race
has been suspended. Stop racing, slow down
ensuring following vehicles can slow in the
space available; proceed with maximum
caution to the red flag control line. Do not
overtake. Be prepared to stop if required.

During the Race: flashing to signal the race
has been suspended. Stop racing, slow
down ensuring following vehicles can slow
in the space available; proceed with
maximum caution to the red flag control line.
Do not overtake. Be prepared to stop if
required.

Yellow Flag:

Yellow Light(s)

Means;
At all times:

Means;
At all times:

Single Waved: Reduce speed. Do not
overtake. There is a hazard on or in close
proximity to the circuit.

Flashing together: Reduce speed. Do not
overtake. There is a hazard on or in close
proximity to the circuit.

Double Waved: Reduce speed. Do not
overtake. Be prepared to stop. There is a major
hazard on or in close proximity to the circuit.
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Alternately Flashing: Reduce speed. Do
not overtake. Be prepared to stop. There is
a major hazard on or in close proximity to
the circuit.
Yellow/Red Flag:

Yellow/Red Light:

Means;
At all times:
Displayed single waved to warn of debris or
deterioration of adhesion that is imminent.

Means;
At all times:
Displayed Flashing to warn that serious
debris or deterioration of adhesion that is
imminent.

Displayed double waved to warn that serious
debris or deterioration of adhesion that is
imminent.
Blue Flag:

Blue Light:

Means;
During Practice: Waved to signal a faster
vehicle is catching and may overtake you.

Means;
During Practice: flashing to signal a faster
vehicle is catching and may overtake you.

During the Race: Waved to signal another
vehicle is about to lap you. Let the other
vehicle through, failure to do so may invoke a
penalty.
Green Flag:

Means;
At all times: Displayed waved to signal the all
clear at the end of the danger area marked by
yellow flag(s).

During the Race: flashing to signal another
vehicle is about to lap you. Let the other
vehicle through, failure to do so may invoke
a penalty.
Green Light:

Means;
At all times: flashing to signal the all clear
at the end of the danger area marked by
yellow light(s).

(…)
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White Flag:

White Light:

Means;
Waved to warn you are catching a much slower
vehicle that may seriously obstruct you.

Means; flashing to warn you are catching a
much slower vehicle that may seriously
obstruct you.

Reason:
To advise new light flash patterns for approved signal light systems.

This amendment is issued for MotorSport New Zealand Inc by the Administration.

B. Budd
Chief Executive Officer
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